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Abstract

Information agents behave like active intelligent front-
ends of stand-alone information systems. The main
purpose of such an agent is to gather intensionally rel-
evant information in non-local domains. They may ei-
ther work as individuals or efficiently cooperate in or-
der to satisfy their own set of information search tasks
given by their local customers. However, in paxticu-
lar the need to respect the database autonomy and to
cope with semantic heterogeneity hinders such a coop-
eration. In addition, as the Internet becomcs increas-
ingly commercialized, the agents will receive monetary
rewards for their services and may negotiate with each
other to maximize their expected utility.
In this paper we present a new solution for such an
utilitarian information-gathering by rational coopera-
tion. For this purpose, a gazne-theoretic based algo-
rithm for coalition formation among the information
agents is used. "riLe local calculation of agent-utility
bases on each agent’s productions, resulting from the
execution of information search tasks. These mone-
tary utilities and respective coalition values are uti-
lized by the proposed coalition algorithm. It enables
decentralized cooperation via the formation of Kernel-
oriented stable coalitions among rationally cooperat-
ing information agents in polynomial time.

1 Introduction
Tim increase in the amount of information in the last
decades has causcd the formation of multiple hetero-
geneous, autonomous databases in a decentralized en-
vironment as well as their global interconnections in
the Int.ernet. As a result, the search for semantically
relevant, non-local data has become an exhaustive pro-
cedure, either for a human user or for a computerized
data-search server.

Solutions to this information-gathering problem
were provided by different types of agent-based sys-
tems, like the central information agent approach in
(Barbuceanu & Fox 1994), work in the InfoSleuth
project (Jacobs & Shea 1995), the Amalthaea system
in (Moukas 1996) or the MACRON system in (Decker
& Lesser 1995). In addition, there is also a recent trend
to create mobile software agents which are capable for

an user-dependent information search in the WWW,
like e.g. in (Jacobs & Shea 1996).

So far it is assumed that there is sufficient common
interest among the information agents that they will
frequently volunteer to help each other and receive no
reward for their labor. But as the Internet becomes
more and more commercialized, it is highly probable
that these agents will act on behalf of their creators to
make a monetary profit. In such a scenario information
agcnts demand payments from their local customers
and other agents for the services they provide and may
negotiate with each other to maximizc their expected
individual utility.

The first approach to provide such an utilitarian
information-gathering by rationally cooperating in-
formation agents was introduced in (Klusch 1994;
1996b). A system FCSI1 of so-called cooperative in-
formation agents was designed to solve the problem
of recognizing intensional data depcndencies between
autonomous, stand-alone databases. For this purpose,
methods from terminological knowledge representation
and inference, as well as game-theoretic based forma-
tion of utilitarian coalitions were applied. In this paper
we will focus on the latter aspect of how to build ratio-
nal coalitions aanong autonomous information agents.

Several solutions to the problem of utilitarian coali-
tion formation have been suggested by researchers in
the ficld of Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI).
Some solutions concentrate on the special case of au-
tonomous agents in a super-additive environment (She-
hory & Kraus 1993; Ketchpel 1993; Zlotkin & R.osen-
schein 1994}. provided for coalition formation in Multi-
Agent Systems (MAS), where each agent tries to in-
crease its own personal utility via cooperation. Other
MAS solutions for general environments are e.g. given
in (Shehory & Kraus 1996) and in (Sandholm & Lesser
1995). These solutions strongly base on the game
theory concepts. However. some coalition formation
algorithms in DAI are ba~d on operations research,
combinatorial algorithms and graph theory (Shehory
& Kraus 1995). These are most appropriate for coali-

t FCSI is a shortcut for ’Federative Cell System for an
utilitarian discovery of Interdatabase dependencies’.
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tion formation in Distributed Problem Solving (DPS)
cases, where the agents cooperate in order to increase
the outcome of the whole system.
The coalition formation model proposed for the FCSI
in (Klusch & Shehory 1996) leads to individually ra-
tional solutions but still does not guarantee stability
in a coalition-theoretical sense (of. Sect.8 in (Kahan 
R.apoport 1984)). Therefore, we present an algorithm
which enables utilitarian coalition formation for infor-
mation agents if, general types of environments with a
guaranteed stability in polynomial time. We base our
solution on the Kernel stability concept from game the-
ory. It is to some extent similar to the work in (Shehory
& Kraus 1996), but the latter is inappropriate for the
specific case of information agents, llence, we provide
a new Kernel-oriented coalition algorithm in terms of
speeilic functions and procedures to be performed by
each information agent, locally, state its complexity and
discuss its essential properties.

2 Information Agents
In the literature there exist many different views on
what an agent is: the answer mostly depends on who
poses tit(: question. This is also the case for the term
information agent. In (Woohlridge &" .lennings 1995)
it is defined as an agent which has access to at least
one. and potentially many information sources, and is
~tble to collate and manipulate information obtained
from these sources to answer queries posed by users
and other information agents. Others restrict tile
term to a more linguistic-based negotiation between
knowledge-based entities which relics on a presunted
common ontology (see e.g. (Jacobs &Shea 1995;
Weigand 1995)). We define cooperative in formation
agent ms an active, intelligent database front-end which
tries to satisfy its own information search tasks alone
or by an utilitarian cooperation with others.
The federative agent system PCSI is a set of coopera-
tiw, information agents (of. Fig. 1) which try to ratio-
nelly coalesce with each other to gather some relevant
intbrmation in non-local domains.

InformaLion Agent

Tasks..j~no~[Coopcration

Infcrencll ~:2alion[ C./ition., --

i _,. ~,,~z Jl

.--:. "-2"~ ~:~:::: :’-~. :::!’!:::’."::~::?:~ :.’~ .~.
~. ~.’.: :.::; it:i.li:::iii:::::?::::::iiii:’.~:.i:’.iiiil.iiiiiii:::::::"::::i?::i i:i:::i::-...~.

Information hgenl.

’ Tasks I~now]e-dg~[Cooperation

l I, aeal .
Infcrencdl ~:/malzat, ll C./ition., .-~

i ’1 ’-I(

Figure 1: F(’SI Inforrnation Agents

[,’or this purpose each I"CSI ageztt buihls its own local
terminological information ntodel tIM using an appro-
priate description logic. Such an information model

contains a linguistic description of semantic aspects of
selectively exportable schema data2. Eaclz agent is able
to detect several kinds of interrelation knowledge con-
cerning these schema data locally 3. Fig. 2 summarizes
the cooperation phases of the FCSI.
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Fig. 2: (’.ooperation among FCSI-Agents

/
!

The agents receive their inl’ornaation search tasks
from their local customers as well as from other
agents. During a knowledge-based production phase
each agent d(,termines its task-oriented productions.
lly processing the set of search tasks an agent pro-
duces a set of terminological relations which relate its
local schezzm data to non-local one. This is done by
comparing the linguistic data descriptions which are
part of the received tasks. For this purpose, ntethods
for terminological classification are applied. Evalua-
tiorL of monetary utility of a task-oriented production
for an agent hases on the price thal, each customer is
willing and cotrmfitted to pay for relevant information,
i.e., the parts of the agent’s productions which satisfy
tit(’ given search tasks4. It is possil)le to use also local
prodnction costs for utility calculation.
A complementary view of monetary utility can be el)-
rained by the so-callcd informatiw~ utility of a produc-
tion. It measures the relevance of the recognized data

:Related works arc (Bhmco 1994: ,lacobs 8z Shea 1995)
and the LICS/LIKE project, e.g. (Burg 1.993).

3This includes the recognition of so-cMIed interdatabasc
dependencies which arc compar,’dfle e.g. to the boolean-
valued data dep(.nde,cy predicate in (Sheth. Karab~tis, 
Rusiakiewicz 1991 ).

4A task t is s,~tislie<l by anoth(:r one t’ (in short t’ ~ 
iff both data descriptions are related by a kiml of re(’ognizcd
terminological relation ir aa it. is specified ia task t.
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relations in terms of the quantity of task satisfactions.
In addition, numeric textual similarity factors from the
area of information retrieval may he considered for a
qualitative production utility. For reasons of space lim-
itation, we omit the discussion of this issue (cf. (Klusch
1996a)).
Upon the completion of the coalition formation phase,
each customer is authorized to access the relevant data
for his search tasks. Access is restricted to the infor-
mation domains of the agents with which the local in-
formation agent has formed a coalition. No coalition
breaking is allowed in the FCSI. Electronic payments
and information transfers among the agents are per-
formed only if the coalition configuration is guaranteed
not to alter5.
We will focus now on the coalition formation process
where each information agent tries to get a maximal
monetary profit for its productions.

3 Game-Theoretic Definitions and
Concepts

Below we provide definitions of some game-theoretic
concepts which are necessary to understand our utili-
tarian coalition formation process in Sect. 5.

Definition 3.1: Cooperative Game (~4, v)

Let ,4 be a set of agents a,, i E {1,..n} and C C_. ,4 be a
coalition.

1. Characteristic ]unction (or coalition value function) 
the game ~.A, v) assigns to each coalition C a value which
measures its utility achievable as a whole by cooperation
among its members: v : 7)(,A) ~-~ ~+. v(@) 

2. v({ai}) denotes the self value of a single-agent coalition.

3. Each partition of ,,4 (a set of non-empty, mutually dis-
junctivc subsets C C ,4) is called a coalition structure C,
ICl =m_<n.

4. A payment configuration PC = (u,C) for the
coalition structure C denotes a payoff distribution
u : P(.A) ~ ~ of coalition values in {Jr, v) to each
agent: (us .... ,un: C1 ..... Cm), ui = n({a,}),
u(R) := ~ u, with efficient (utility) distribution

u(c~ ) = v(Ck), vck 
Main assumptions for a game (.4, t,):
¯ each coalition C C_C .A is given a value v(C).

¯ a payment configuration represents a solution of the
game.

¯ (monetary) utility units are comparable and transferable
among the agents.

[]

Definition 3.2: (Non-)Super-additive Games

Let ,4 be aset of agents ai, i E {1: ..n}, (.A, v) a cooperative

SThis assumption can be weakened iff tbr each agent
there is no decrease in monetary benefit or amount of avail-
able information.

game.

(.4, v) is super-additive :~
¥Ck, G c_ .4 : v(Ck u O~) > v(Ck) v(Ch)

(,A, v) is non-super-additive :¢~
3C~,Cz c .4: ,,(Ck uC,) < v(C~) v(C,)

ai,aj axe symmetric agents :¢~
vCk c A,a,,a, ~t 6’~ : v(C~ u {ad) = ,,(Ck u {a~}).
[]

Definition 3.3: Rational Configurations

Let PC = (u, C) be a payment configuration for a coalition
structure C.
1. Rationality of the PC:

Individually rational Va, E .,4 : ui > ~({ai})
Group rational u(.A) = v(.A)
Coalition rational VT C .4 : u(T) > v(T)

2. Pareto-Optimality of the PC:
pareto-optimak -,qn’ : Vi fi {1, ..n} u~ > ui
[]

A solution of a cooperative game (~4, v) is denoted
by a set of payment configurations PC which are at
least individually rational.
The meaning of the notion of stability depends on the
particular coalition theory it is associated with. Some
well-known notions of stable utility division are e.g.
those of the Core C, Stable Set S, Bargaining Set M
and the Kernel K. A calculated solution of a given
game is called CT-stable (CT G {C, S, M, K}), if all
its PCs are stable in a sense given by the actually
considered coalition theory CT. Thereby, each coali-
tion theory defines the possible solution space for a
cooperative game. For an introductory survey of the
theories we refer to e.g. (Kahan & R.apoport 1984;
Shehory & Kraus 1996).
Since the present work provides a Kernel-oriented
coalition algorithm we give the definition of the Kernel
K as well as the respective basic calculation scheme,
the modified transfer scheme for a K-stable PC, and
omit the other coalition theories.
The Kernel (Davis & Maschler 1965) is a set of pay-
ment configurations PC in which the coalition struc-
ture C is stable in the sense that there is an equilibrium
between all pairs of individual agents which axe in the
same coalition, i.e. they do not dominate each other in
such a PC,. It leads symmetric agents to receive equal
payoffs.

Definition 3.4: The Kernel K
The set of payment configurations of a cooperative game,

where each pair o[ agent is in an equilibrium is called Ker-
nel
K := {(n,C) Va~,ae E C E C : (a~,at) inequilibrium},
with

1. Ezcess of a coalition C ~ C with respect to an utility
distribution u in (u, C): e(C. u) := v((..’) u(C).
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2. Surplus, or strength, skt of agent ak over agent at in
the same coalition (a~,at E C E C) wrt. a payment
configuration (u,C): skt := tnaxR¢c,a~ER.~t¢tte(R, u).

3. Agent ak dominates agent at in the samc coalition
(ak, al E C E C) with respect to a payment configuration
(u,C) iff Skt>s,k and ut>v({al}).

4. A pair of agents a,, ak E C, E C is in equilibmum iff
(s,~ = slk) v (s~l > stk ^ ,+ = v{{a+})) 
{.~k, < s,k ̂  .k = ,,C{,~})}.

[]

Definition 3.5: Modified Transfer" Scheme, for K-
stable Payment Configurations

I. Each sequence (u11 ), C) ..... (’), C), .. . of payment config-
urations transferring in each step i positive sidepaymcnts
a among the agents ak, at by the following assignments

{ := C+ o
(t+1)

;t (tj -- O/(~{,+1), C) ut :=
.(,+1) !,)% ,(j # k.l) := 

is called a Transfcr Scheme. The calculation of a is
determined by the considered coalition theory, means
the notion of stability. A convergent transfer scheme
:for K-stable PCs iteratively computes tbr a given coali-
tiou structure t’ and an initial payment configuration
PC’° = (u,C) another payment configuration (u’,{:)
which is in the Kernel K.

2. The convergent Transfer Scheme for K-stable PC’
(Stearns 1968) is deternfined by the mutual demand dkt
for each pair of agents a~, at as an upper bound for side-
payments a.

Let PC -= (a, C). skt surplus of agent ak over agent a~ in
PC, aa,at E C E C, a < dkt with

{min{(skt-- st,)/2, u~} if s,+ > Slk
th, t := 0 else

3. Modified Transfer Scheme for the Kernel K:

(’.alcnlation of an e-approximately K-stable payment
configuration PC; = (u,C) by terminating Stearns trans-
fer scheme~; for K-stable PC: iff the relative PC-kernel
error re(u) is sufficiently small

re(u) := ,nax{s,;-sj, i a, ,,,., ~c’~cl < e.uIA}

[]

There exist, also well-known transfer schemes for the
(!ore and the Bargaining Set in game-theory literature,
but in general no algorithm for calculating a stable pay-
ment configuration and concurrently forming the re-
spect, ire coalition strucl, urez. Thus, most ol" the game
theory work only predicts, given a coalition conllgu-
ration, how the players (or agents) will distribute the

:;The truncated transfer scheme still guarantees conver-
gence since the o-reduction process which leads to cortver-
gen_ce is not modified.

’Note that each transfer scheme in game-theory com-
lmtes a payoff vector toe a given, fixed coalition structure
C G "P(A).
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payoffs. They do not, provide them with an algorithm
for the formation of coalitions.

Definition 3.6: Coalition Models

A Coalition Environment CE defines a kind of cooperative
games (.,4, v), i.p. all assumptions which are necessary to
calculate tl,e characteristic function and payoffss.

If an environment CE induces superadditive or allows ’also
non-superadditive games, the environment is called super-
additive or general, respectively.

A Coalition Algorithm CA defines the sequence of actions
which has to be executed by each agent locally in order
to reach a stable payment configuration as a solution of a
game in an environment CE. The algorithm may have the
fifllowing properties

¯ be computation- or negotiation-oriented.

¯ be centralized or decentralized.

¯ terminate with a polynomial computational complexity.

¯ provide a stable payment configuration, optionally
pareto-optimal.

¯ determine behaviour and decision-making process of each
coalition ,nit.

A Coalition Model CM = {CE, (.’,4) is delined by both,
[]the environment CE and thc algorithm (’A.

Development of coalition rnodcls by d<,signing regu-
larities and strategies in an abstract, manner for var-
ious coalition environments appears in the area of
DAI, e.g. in (Zlotkin &: Rosenschein 1994; Shehory
& Kraus 1993; 1996). R.ecently~ interdisciplinary re-
search started to investigate how to adapt st, oh pro-
posals, if possible, to ones which are also appropriate
for application-specific cnviromnents, like in (Fischer
&. Miiller 1996; Klusch & Shehory 1996).
The coalition algorithm we will present in Sect.4.1 is
negotiation-oriented, decentralized, terminates within
;t polynomial time and yields a stabh: payment conlig-
uralion. II, is appropriate for general coalition environ-
tnents, thus not restricted to super-additive genres.

4 Coalitions of Information Agents
For coalition formation among the rational informa-
l.tort +tgents of i, lle FCSI we adapted the production-
oriented calculation of utility values in (Shehory ,t,-
Kraus 1993). Each intbrm~tt.ion agent produces inter-
relation knowledge brined on their informaticm search
tasks (cf. Sect .2). The utility ~m ag,,nt obtains h~r pro-
ductions on its own search t.asks by itself is denoted
a.s I,he agent’s selfvahm. The value of a coalition is
the m,m of all production utilities ol" all its members.
We a.s.smtw that the agent,s know of th,’ commonly
,sed utility function and agree on the utility division
method. Th," used coalition algoritlml (cf. Sect.4.1)

"This itLcludes the monetary system as well as require-
ment~ for the coalition formation process.
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converges to individually rational and Kernel-oriented
stable coalition structures (cf. Def.3.1)9.
One important issue in the information agents domain
is the aspect of information availability. Nearly all
practical information systems provide methods for per-
mitring access rights to local data for particular user
groups. These authorizations musl. be respected by the
agents. In this sense, the agents productions are called
available and production utilities are contributable to
a particular coalition value. All agents have to satis~"
the following negotiation constraint (IAC): only mem-
bers of the same and fixed coalition are mutually con]-
mitred to provide the access l.o the local production
data they used for evaluating the value of their coali-
tion. Consequently, each search task or task-relevant
production which is sent by one information agent to
another, implies an access-right for the latter to the
respective production data of the first, if they will be
in the same fixed coalitionlu.

Definition. 4.1: Productions and Utilities
Let .AFcsl be a set of n FCSI information agents,

ai, ak, a2 6 ¢4FOS[, C C ~4FGSI. Let further be
1. Agents Productions:

¢tk
¯ p(ftia,,%) the knowledge-based production of agent

ak for own or received search task ttid~ E OTS~ O
RTS~ from agent aj, i.e., all discovered interdatabasc
dependencies between schema data of a~ attd a~ with
respect to the search tenu of the task ttid~ and the
desired type of terminological relation as the task goal
of ttidr ,

¯ Prod~k the set of self-productions for own search tasks
restricted on local information model LIM,

¯ Prod~k.c the set of a~’s productions for searcl, tasks
received from agents of coalition C,

¯ Prod,k,c[S] the set of parts of productions p 6
Prod~k,c which are available for all members of coali-
tion S.

¯ P~od~’~,..[S] the set or parts of productions p 6
Prod~h,c.[S] whose elements relate data exclusively
within the local information domains of agents in Cn..

¯ Prod,,, := Prod,~, U Prod,i,.a\i~,), anti
l’rod=~,c~" := l’rod~ [(7] t3 Prod’ktc*,c\{~k }[C].

2. Agent Utility Functiov: Utyp’"
. " a.qent,a : Proda, ~ ],~+.

3. Coalition Value v(C:): "P(,A) ~l, ,,(C) := ~,:, paV,.,,d:i. ~ Uk(v).

°Some coalition algorithms which use the so-called bi-
lateral Shapley-Value(Ketchpel 1993) as a fair and indi-
vidually rational division method were already provided in
(Klusch 1994: Klusch & Shehory 1996).

1°Note that an exportable local schema data is not
necessarily available for all other agents. Thus, every
information-search task with attached local data must be
selectively broadcasted in the FCSI.

11Following the (IAC) assumption, coalition external
data is not available for C, even not paid for. Otherwise it
would have been rational for C to be respectively extended.

4. The contributable amount of the coalition value for n-
agent coalition entity C to another coalition entity S is
defined as v(C)[S]:=)’~,~k¢c, pEProd:~.c[S] Uk(p).

[]
Every calculated polynomial Kernel-stable solution

is defined to be pK-slable.
Diferent types of agent utility functions lead to re-
spectively differenl, coalition types. In particular, we
consider formation of coalitions relying on quantita-
tive coalition types. One coalition type bases on the
amount &satisfaction of all own tasks (Cot,). Its util~
ity function is defined as the sun] of all payments the
agent ai will get from its local customers for satis~’ing
their search I.asks t’ 60T,~i by a particular production
p(t) 6 Proda,:

w(t’),t 6 RT,q’
t~" t ¯tt’EOTS’:t~t .,rEp(t)}UY"(v(t)) 

~ w(t) ,t 60TS’
{ t’ EO’l’S’:t’ i~rt,,rEp[ t)}

11)
In general, non-super-additive environments are ex-

pected in cases where e.g. the increase in the size of
the coalition is costly. There, it may be less beneficial
to form a joint coalition than to lel. coalitions remain
disjoint.. Such costs may arise from internal communi-
cation and coordination requirements. Therefore, large
coalitions are cosl.ly, and the expected utility from sat-
isfying information search tasks may he less than the
overhead of internal coalition costs.
For the considered coalition value function v (cf.
Def.4.1) it can be proven that there may exist cooper-
ative games (AFcsl, v) which are non-super-additive.
This is mainly caused by the need to restrict the coali-
tion value calculation to the productions which are
available for all members. Therefore, the coalition
environment for the FCSI, including Def.4.1 and the
(IAC.) assumption, is of general type.

4.1 A Kernel-Oriented Coalition
Algorithm (KCA)

The following coalition algorittim KCA advances the
information agents from one coalition structure to an-
other in order to increase the agents’ p~voff, thus in-
creasing rationally-motivated cooperation.
In each step, at. least one coalition will make an at-
tempt to improve t.he payoffs of its members. This is
done by calculating and sending respective, pK-stable
payment con figurations as proposals to other coalitions
which are actually most promising. After having re-
ceived such proposals for bilateral coalition formation,
each coalition rationally decides upon the preferred
one. This acc,~pted payment configuration is then
broadcasted to all other coalitions. Among all such
proposals which are accepted by a coalition, the one
with the fastest creation time is selected as the com-
mitted coalition configuration for this round. Thereby,
some agents are temporarily enforced to accept the
corresponding payoff distribution which is valid for all
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agents. Since this affects in particular agents which
were not involved in the bilateral coalition agreement
of the selected proposal, they may be dissatisficd with
their payoff 12 and will react with a proposal to the
newly formed agent community in the next round. Ne-
gotiation continues until all proposals of all coalition
entities of the currently valid coalition structure were
rejected or a grand coalition has been already formed
or a predefined timc-period was exceeded.

Algorithm 4.1: KCA

Let be Apc’sr a set of FCSI information agents, and

s c.sizcm, n and csizcma, given lower and upper bo.nd for
coMition size,

s RI)ropSeli the set of configuration proposals PC. the
coalition Ci received from C:t in the actual negotiation
round;

s PCit’*urn) the committed coalition configuration for ne-
gotiation round mum;

d rn um ) ¯ ¯
s PCV

a configuratmn proposal of coalition (’i for
coahtion Cj in round rTlarn;

¯rtime given time-period unit for receiving messages.
RPTouL RTont, CNTout boolean flags to indicate if
time for receiving proposals, a round or the negotiation
at all is exceeded, respectively;

¯ RecRess({m.i .... m.,},C~ ...... )) checks, if a message 
type in {in1 .... m,} wag received from other coalitions
in actuM coalition structure Ct~"""~:

¯ Recl~essO(rn,MQueue,) checks if some message m is in
I"IFO-Queue MQacue,,

¯ PLisgi is list of coalition preferences in monotone de-
creasing order obtained by Rank:

¯ DecideRepresentative((’.i.C R List ) selec!s the agent in
coalition C~ with most computational ressources wrt.
commonly known agents ressources list (.:RLisP,

¯ (.’RList ordered list of all FCSI agents in Ar.’¢:st concern-
ing I I, eir computational strength wl, ich will be available
during negotiation;

¯ SelectFiratCalc(M)selects the first created message
in set M, i.e. the message with the fastest creation time
stamp.

each am E .AFt:z’I performs:
begin r,i um :=fl;
ec’°~:=({{.,} ..... {.,,}}, (,,({.,1) ..... ,q{..,})l):
repeat

rn u.m:=rnnm+l; PC:(’ ""’"):= PC(’’’"’’-’);
RPropSet, :=g; S PropSel, :=~; P.,lcet pl :=I,’AI.sE;
[a,,, E C?,: DecideRepresentative(C’,,CRList):
a,, E C, is representatiw~ of C,: begin perform]

PList,:= Rank((’,, t’’’ . .... -1~ \ Ci, cslze, ..... csize, ...... );

~Note that Kernel-stability is restricted to a.gcnts within
the same coMition. Thus. in a pK-stable payoff distribution
in a bilateral coalition proposal the payoffs for all other
agents remain unchanged.

for each C.’j E PListi do
begin

GetKVal( (.:,.C ~ );
PC( ..... ) "= CalculatePC(C’, O Cj , PC:’( rn,,,n- l ) );--" ~$

if EvalPC (Ci,Cj. PC’~j’"""~) then
begin ~enat re, 0 ,t,j);

) (r~tum)
SPropSet,:=,~PropSet, U {! CIi };

end else Send(NoC Propi,Cj );
end;
repeat Wait( rtime );
RPropReti := RPropSet,U Mess(PC~" ..... ~,M Que ue, );
until RecMess( { PC,NoCProp},C .... ) or ltPTout;
I) Listlqmpty:=FALSE:

repeat
U:= Top(P List, ); delete((’:, PListi);
if C= nil then begin

Broadcast( N o P Accept );
Pre f Listl’.’mpty:=’rRt;P.; end;

,(rnum~if C..’ = C~ and P(’ki " E RPropb’eti

then if Decide( P(~ .... ),RProp,b’e tl, RProp,b’etl)
then begin

PAcc~.pt:=TRUE; PAcc.(.:oal:=(:~;
l)Acc.(:onfig:=P(.:~~, ..... ~: PAce.Scnder:=Ci;

end;
Rec P At:cept:=Recl’lessQ( P Acc,M Queue,);
if not RccPAccept anti PAccept then
Broadcast( PAce):

until Pref Li.stEmpf.q or PAcccpt or Rfc_PAccept.;
repeat Wait(reline):

/’AecSet:= PAccSctW Mess(PAce,MQ~,eac,):
until ReeMess({ PAcc. NoPAccept},C~ .... ~)) or RTout;

Prolmsah= SelectFirstCalc(RecPAceSet);
if Proposa.I.Coal == ( :, and Proposal.Scnder=(:~

pci rn unt ). i.)(,( rnu~n ).then ~. -= ---’,k ,
else if Proposal..S’end~r = C, and P’rnpo.~aI.C’otd=(’k

then P(’ rT~uTnl, i:sf,trnnrn).
else if Propo.¢al..%~,h’r ~ C, and Proposai.Cotti ~£ (’i

then t’C¢’ "~’") := Proposal.¢ Yon fill;
[end perform]

until RecNess( { "\; oC Prop} ,C~ ’" ..... ~) or CLV "I’nut:
FormCoal( PC" ’ ...... ));
end;
[]

Due to space linfital.ions we giw, a I)ri,,f, informal
description of the used functions.

¯ ~anel; £on Rank((::( ’oal; P:(3oal-set tr ain, emax: in -
teger): ProferenceList: rauks the other coalitions
c,. e p. ,,,i, .<_ Ic~.l <_ e.,,,.- 1(71, wrt. their
contributabh~ amounts v(C~. U (,)[(.:]~3. l,ocal 
(’ulat, iou (,f these values bases on productions for

U~Note thai toe the characteristic function in Def.4.t
t,((:U S)[S] = v((:U S} holds. In an environment where ’all
prices w(t) Ibr task satisfactions are the same for "all tasks
t and the agent ntility fimction in eq.(l} is chosen, there
is an ordinal relation between monetary anti informative
utility.
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tasks and information that were received from the
C~ agents.

¯ function GetKVa[(Ci, Cj: Coal): void; gets non-
local coalition values which are relevant for the cal-
culation of surplus values ski for agents a~ in Ci wrt.
agents al in coalition Cj (cf. Def.3.4) from the rep-
resentative of Cj.

¯ function CalculatePC(C: Coal; PC: PayConfig):
PayConfig; calculates a new, pK-stable payment
configuration proposal using the modified transfer
scheme (cf. Def. 3.5) for coalition C using the pay-
offs of the (old) configuration PC.

¯ function EvaIPC(C~,Cj: Coal; PCij: PayConfig):
boolean; checks if the bilateral proposal is better for
both than the currently valid payment configuration,
i.e., EvalPC:=TRUE iff

(pco~ (pc~’~"’’-~)

azECiUCj a:~EC~uCj

¯ function Decide(PC(~m’m): PayConfig; SPropSet,
RPropSet: PropSet): boolean;
checks if the received proposal pp(rnum)--’~ki allows ev-
ery agent, at E CiUCkt, o gain more benefit ul than the

pf,(rnum)own one --’~ik calculated for C,k, and if it is bet-
ter for all agents in Ci than all proposals Ci received

( l~(7. ( rnum ) [j(~( or has sent ,--’-’,i q RPropSet ..... i, ~-
SPropSet) to other coalitions C,, s ~ k.

¯ function FormCoal(PC: PayConfig); forms the
coalitions wrt the committed payment configuration
PC and handles the necessary financial payments
anmng the agents as well as the information ex-
dmnge within the coalitions.

¯ Functions like 5end or Broadcast are communication
functions.

4.2 Complexity of the KCA
The number of coalitions to be considered during the
KCA is

neoalitions = i ,-, (!In- O!
i=e~iZe mtn i=CSiZCmin

which is, in the worst case, of order O(nc~i~c"’). This
may be nmltiplied by the number of coalition types,
which is a constant and thcrfore does not affect the or-
der of the complexity. When the agents compute the
set of coalitions, the coalitional values and the coali-
tion structures, the order of complexity is equal to the
order of the number of the coalitions.
During the KCA process, an agent is rcquired to com-
pute O(n~oaU,lons) coalition values and design O(n)
coalition structures. In each iteration round, when-
ever a coalition structure is considered, a pK-stable
PC. shall be calculated. This is done by CalculatePC,
where the KCA employs a truncated transfer scheme
for calculating such PCs. Each transfer scheme itera-
tion step consists of the following parts:

¯ ncoaU,io., excesses are calculated, each requires O(n)
calculations. Among the excesses, the surpluses are
searched for. The composite complexity of the excess
and surplus calculations is O(n x ncoafftiona).

¯ The maximum surplus is located by O(ncoemionm)
operations. Other calculations are of a lower com-
plexity.

Summing up, the complexity of one transfer scheme
iteration step is O(n x neo-Utions). The resulting payoff
vector of the transfer scheme will converge to an ele-
ment of the polynomial-Kernel (with a relative error
not greater than ~) within n log2(e0/e) iteration steps
(Stearns 1968), where e0 is the initial PC error and e
is the predefined allowed error14.

An agent will perform the transfer scheme O(n) times
per KCA iteration round from which there are in turn
O(n). Other procedures performed during the KCA
are of lower complexity concerning the functions stud-
ied above. Therefore, the complexity of the KCA per
agent is O(n3ncoatitions) computations. In addition
to the computational operations, some communication
operations are required. In general, each agent is re-
quired to perform O(n) communication operation per
KCA iteration round, and this is done O(n) times.
Therefore, the comnmnication complexity per agent is
O(n2). The most calculation-consuming step concerns
the knowledge-based production phase which will be
performed prior to starting the KCA.

4.3 Properties of the KCA

The KCA strongly relies on local computations of
the information agents. Other coalition algorithms
for rational information agents which can also be
used for general environments are in (Klusch 1994;
Klusch & Shehory 1996). There exist algorithms which
could possibly bc adapted as well, however most of
them assume (explicitly or implicitly} complete infor-
mation for each agent. This contradicts the availability
assumption (IAC) for information agents in the more
realistic coalition environment of the FCSI. Other al-
gorithms also provide perfect stability wrt. the con-
sidered coalition theory, but with exponential compu-
tation efforts (e.g. the Bargaining Set). For practical
reasons, information search by many agents requires a
reduction to a polynomial complexity. The KCA sat(s-
ties this requirement as proved in the previous section.
The KCA is an anytime algorithm, i.e., it provides the
agents with an individually rational, pK-stable pay-
ment configuration and associated coalition structure,
at any time it terminates. But it does not necessarily
lead to a Parcto-optimal payment configuration.
In each negotiation round a pK-stable configuration
will be accepted by the agent community. Moreover,
the algorithm provides each agent with a regulation

14Note that the logarithm does not depend on n, and
therefore does not affect the order of complexity, although
it may contribute a large factor.
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method to choose among proposed configurations due
to its personal rationality.
Changes of the production situation in the FCSI causes
a new cooperative game (AFcsz,v). In such cases
there must be a renewal of the coalition negotiation
by restarting the KCA using the last calculated pay-
mo.nt configuration as an initial one.

5 Conclusion
We introduced a new coalition algorithm which enables
utilitarian coalition formation for rationally interacting
information agents in general environments. The util-
ity distribution is guaranteed to be stable concerning
the polynomial Kernel equilibrium. Such information
agents solve the problem of utilitarian information-
gathering among several autonomous databases by ra-
lional cooperation in the lnternet. The algorithm is
given in terms of specific functions and procedures to
be performed by each information agent locally. |t is
a polynomial anytime algorithm and respects the spe-
cific requirements the FCSI agents must deal with. To-
ward an implementation of FCSI information agents a
development toolkit IDEAS (Klusch 199fib) for Multi-
Agent Systems as well as the knowledge-based com-
ponent (Gao 1996) has been implemented in C and
Tcl/Tk on HP-UX and SUN-Solaris workstations. For
lirst simulation results of the basic negotiation schema
of the KCA we refer to (Shehory &: Kraus 1996).
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